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composition of which it moves in the direction of a tangent; and had he possessed the method of
fluxions, he could, in every case, have determined the relative velocities of these motions, which
depend on the nature of the curve, and consequently the direction of the tangent which he
assumed to be in the diagonal of a parallelogram whose sides had the same ratio as the velocities.
But as he was able to determine these velocities only in the conic sections, c. his ingenious method
had but few applications. On peut reparder Format, says Lagrange, comme le premier inventeur
des nouveaux calculs; and Laplace observes, II paraitque Fermat, le veritable inventeur du calcul
differentiel, 1 ait envisage comme un ens particular de cel.ui des diffiert-nces, fcc. The labours of
Peter Fermat, a counsellor of the parliament of Toulouse, approached still nearer to...
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